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The legislative value of Fair Use of copyright is to protect the due benefits of 
the obligee who has copyright, to promote the communication of the common, so as 
to maximize the benefits of the obligee who has copyright, the user and the one who 
spreads the copyrighted works. In the digital environment, the copyright law system 
protects the party who has copyright much more than the other party who uses the 
copyright, so the extent of Fair Use shrinks and many information resources can not 
be speeded by the digital technology effectively due to the limits of present laws.  
Completing the present Fair Use system of copyright becomes very emergent.  
Technological innovation inevitably brings about reformation of copyright 
protection legal system.  The mission should be hold on that law should promote 
the spreading of information resources and should not do damage to the obligee’s 
copyright, so as to complete the present Fair Use purples in Chinese copyright law.  
This paper is divided into three parts, except preface and conclusion. 
In the first part, this paper explains digital environment and the character of 
digital works, analyzes the influence of digital environment to the protection of 
copyrighted works, takes the Google digital library gate as an example and raises the 
problem of predicament which the traditional Fair Use has encountered.  In the 
second part, this paper analyzes the definition, the character and the legislative value 
of Fair Use, makes a reference of Fair Use of Chinese and overseas present laws, and 
then analyzes the design of the Fair Use system of present laws comprehensively. In 
the third part, which is also the essential part, this paper emphasizes the realistic 
predicament of Fair Use in the digital environment by analyzing the legislative 
model and appliance extent, and then tries to raise a reforming solution. 
The innovation of this paper is to change the appliance extent of Fair Use and 
legislative model.  The following is the innovation of this paper: adjusting the 
definition of individual using in Fair Use of copyright; boarding the applicable range 















renouncing the right implicitly or in other way by the copyright obligee”;  replacing 
the unitary legislative model with composite legislative model of “regulation 
principle plus factor principle plus guidance principle”;  deleting one article in the 
“judicial four factors” about Fair Use,  namely, “effecting the potential market or 
value of the works copyrighted because of using” and creating a bradely-new 
“judicial three factors”;  creating a group management systems about digital works, 
based on the inherent attributes in the digital environment, to match up with the 
“statutory permission” of the copyright law and to be a supplement of the present 
Fair Use principle. 
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